CHARACTERS FROM THE ORVILLE

Lieutenant

GorDon malloy
CHIEF HELMSMAN, USS ORVILLE – ECV-197
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TRAITS: Human
VALUES:
•
A Good Sense Of Humor Solves Many Problems
•
It’s All In The Reflexes
•
Looking For Love In All The Wrong Places
•
Military Bearing Of A Disinterested Cat
FOCUSES: Combat Maneuvers, Cultural Studies (20th Century Pop
Culture), Flight Control Systems, Helm Operations, Hugging the
Donkey (Evasive Maneuvers), Small Craft
TALENTS:
•
Bold (Conn): Whenever you attempt a Task with Conn, and
you buy one or more d20s by adding to Threat, you may reroll a single d20.
•
Efficient Evasion: Whenever you succeed at the Evasive
Action Task, you may spend two Momentum. If you do, the
ship does not suffer the increased Difficulty for attacks normally caused by Evasive Action.
•
Inertia: When the character succeeds at a Maneuver Task, 1
Momentum may be spent to move one additional zone so
long as the previous Turn included an Impulse or Warp Task.
•
Push the Limits: When you attempt a Conn Task that has
increased in Difficulty due to environmental conditions or
damage to the engines, reduce the Difficulty by 1, to a minimum of 1.

DETERMINATION: (Start with 1) 
STRESS: 12 
RESISTANCE: 0
ATTACKS:
•
Unarmed Strike (Melee, 4O Knockdown, Size 1H, Deadly)
•
PM-44 Plasma Pistol (Ranged, 6O, Size 1H, Charge)
EQUIPMENT:
Comscanner, PM-44 plasma pistol, uniform

Is there a bigger screw-up still on active duty in the Union Fleet than Gordon Malloy? Mathematically, yes, the possibility exists. I mean, there are
close to a million beings just on shipboard assignments right now, and two or three times as many in ground-based support roles. So yeah, sure,
there might be someone out there with a worse attitude than Malloy has.
I wish you luck finding that person, though.
To be fair, he’s not malicious or anything. He’s just incredibly immature, with the impulse control of a four-year-old with too much sugar in his
system. Inappropriate behavior, no respect for authority, occasionally disruptive practical jokes, catching a quick beer buzz while piloting a shuttle to his new assignment...he’s done some really stupid stuff. And he gets away with it.
Why? Because underneath all that is the best pilot anybody here has ever seen. I have personally watched him make a starship do things I didn’t
think could be done, a couple of which the designers of the ship said shouldn’t have been possible. He is one in a million, and we’re damn lucky to
have him.
Unofficial game statistics by Patrick Goodman

